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1.0 ABSTRACT

The Nuclear Materials Management and Safeguards System (NMMSS) is the
US government's state system of accountancy, maintaining current and historical data
on the possession, use and transfer of nuclear material. The system is an important
tool in maintaining and monitoring accounting data for nuclear materials inventory
and transactions and reporting under the US Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,
the safeguards agreement between the US and the International Atomic Energy
Agency and agreements for cooperation between the US and its international partners
for peaceful uses of atomic energy.

Accounting information is provided to the system by nuclear facilities under
the reporting requirements issued by relevant US government entities: the Department
of Energy (DOE) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The NMMSS is
operated for the DOE and the NRC by NAC International, Norcross, Georgia.

The state system of accountancy was identified by the US government as a
"mission essential" system, an accounting system considered essential to government
missions. As such, the system is held to a high standard of reliability. This system
was identified in 1996 by the DOE as a system that should be made Year 2000
compliant at an early date — by March 1999. Very detailed planning for system
conversion was necessary including: risk and vulnerability assessments, a
comprehensive test plan and a contingency plan to be followed in case the conversion
was not completed on time.

Actual compliance was accomplished well in advance of March 1999. The
conversion was complete, tested and capable of receiving data in the revised format in
July 1998.

All date fields in the data base are now eight characters, with the year reported
in four characters. All incoming data that is only six characters is modified through
software into an eight-character format by a default provision in the system. Also,
output reports now contain eight-character date fields. If any of the systems that feed
the NMMSS are not Year 2000 compliant by the new millennium, software is
available that will convert the dates from the old format to the new.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The NMMSS contains data on the nuclear materials of the commercial fuel
cycle facilities and the facilities of the US government energy programs. The fuel
cycle facilities are regulated by the NRC and the energy programs are managed by the
DOE. Most of the data collected from facilities is supplied by the fuel cycle facilities.
Of these facilities, those that perform uranium hexaflouride production, uranium
enrichment and fuel fabrication provide most of the data collected.



The NMMSS has served US materials accounting needs since the system was
built in 1965 and has maintained data collected from that time forward. In addition,
international transactions for peaceful uses of atomic energy were retrofitted to the
data base in 1979 to cover transactions beginning in 1950. The current and historical
data reside on the computer, accessible to the system work stations.

The system is one of the largest accounting systems under the sponsorship of
the DOE and the NRC. The size of the data base is about 3.5 gigabytes or 3.5 billion
bytes. Data is submitted by more than 1,000 facilities. The data base is updated daily
by processing transaction data and on a monthly basis by processing inventory data.
The number of transaction data lines per month approaches 15,000 and inventory data
lines are approximately 80,000 per month. Most of the data received for processing is
transmitted electronically; most of the output report products are distributed
electronically also. The system operates under comprehensive security controls, to
protect classified government data.

The Year 2000 conversion was facilitated by the 1994-1995 conversion of the
system from mainframe hardware and software to a PC platform and modern menu-
driven relational software. The new system requires less programming effort than was
required by the previous system and it reduced the effort required by the Year 2000
modification.

3.0 YEAR 2000 REQUIREMENTS FOR A MISSION ESSENTIAL SYSTEM

Year 2000 compliance requirements focus generally on the application
software. This focus is justified on the basis of the labor-intensive effort required in
making the changes. Although it is just as important that commercial off-the-shelf
software and hardware be compliant, such versions of these items may be acquired
and installed rather quickly. When working against the Year 2000 target, the critical
path is almost always the conversion of the application software. Thus, when the US
government began planning for Year 2000 compliance, the primary focus of concern
was the custom-built software.

In requiring mission essential systems to be Year 2000 compliant, DOE 's
preference was for use of the four-position year field, e.g., 2000. It was recognized,
however, that some of the systems could not be revised to a four-position field in time
and that alternative date handling by the software would have to be arranged. One
popular option in retaining the two-position year field was the use of sliding date
windows. This option would assume a time period, such as the last 50 years, within
which the century could be assumed. As an example, the year field of "66" would be
converted today to 1966. Using this sliding date window, the entry of "02" in 2015
would be assumed to be 2002. Regardless of the conversion option, it was determined
that systems should be fully compliant by March 1999.

Table 1
DOE Target Dates



Milestones

Software Modifications Complete
System Testing Complete
System Operational

Target Dates

September 1998
February 1998
March 1999

The DOE began a very intensive effort at the beginning of 1996 to oversee the
conversion efforts of mission essential systems. System operators were required to
complete a very detailed questionnaire, conduct a risk assessment, a vulnerability
assessment, prepare a comprehensive test plan and develop a contingency plan in case
the conversion was not completed on time.

Prior to conversion, self-assessments were conducted using the DOE model.
These assessments, conducted by NMMSS staff, revealed that the application
software was not Year 2000 compliant and the system was at risk. It was also
concluded that the system was vulnerable to feeder systems not being compliant on
time. Last, a contingency plan for not being compliant was determined not to be
needed because the conversion of the application software was considered to be a
straightforward, easily achievable task.

Table 2
NMMSS Self-Assessments

Assessment Area

Risk Assessment
Vulnerability Assessment
Contingency Plan

Result

System at Risk
System Vulnerable
Not Needed

The Year 2000 problem was taken very seriously by the US government. As
reinforcement of its concerns, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
monitored the DOE management of the system conversion activities. OMB's
expectations were clearly enunciated to the DOE in terms of planning and auditing the
progress made by the various system operators. The strong leadership of the OMB
was evident in the continued monitoring of the NMMSS conversion progress by the
DOE.

4.0 THE APPLICATION SOFTWARE CONVERSION

It was determined early that the modification of the NMMSS application
software would be the most important part of Year 2000 preparation. Other system
components, e.g., commercially available software packages and computer hardware,
were not critical path items; therefore, the system operator did not devote significant
attention to the equipment to be replaced. Separate from the NMMSS application was
the requirement to assess compliance of supporting computers and other electronic
equipment that had programmable date fields. These items were relatively



inexpensive and could be replaced with commercially available off-the-shelf items, if
it became necessary.

The system operator began formal preparation for Year 2000 changes early in
1997. Initial work included completion of the first of several questionnaires provided
by the DOE. Next, the data input forms and instructions used by reporting facilities
were revised. There are as many as 15 input forms that may be used by facilities and
it was determined that eight of these would have to be revised. It was also necessary
to update the instructions for completion of the revised forms.

Before modifications to the application software could begin, it was necessary
to prepare a detailed modification plan. Preparation of this plan was completed in
1997. It described the software components, identified areas for review and set forth a
logical path to completion. Planning also included the definition of the test plan that
would be used as software modules were revised and required system-wide testing to
be conducted upon completion of all module revisions. The plan was reviewed by
upper management and the company quality assurance organization before conversion
began.

Actual software conversion began in late December 1997 and was completed
in April 1998. During conversion, routine software maintenance was deferred except
for the important changes that had to be made. Four of the five software engineers
devoted most of their time to the conversion effort. During conversion, the engineers
also took advantage of the opportunity to enhance some of the report programs while
modifying date fields. This activity slightly prolonged the Year 2000 modification
schedule.

Testing of the modifications occurred both after each module was completed
and at the end of all modifications. The testing process for modules required
independent testing by a software engineer who was not involved in the revision.
Upon successful testing by the engineer, further testing was performed by a nuclear
analyst. For each module, the NMMSS configuration control board evaluated the
revisions made and the test results before determining the efficacy of the revision.
Each module change was reviewed in this manner until all revisions were completed.

System-wide testing was begun after all modules had been revised and
successfully passed the testing process. This system testing was similar to the
acceptance testing conducted for the new system that began operations in September
1995. Most of the staff participated in both the test rehearsals and in the testing itself.
The testing process lasted almost an entire week. Independent observation and
assessment of the testing process was conducted by quality assurance personnel.

Upon successful conclusion of testing, which required a 100 percent success
rate, a new software version was established with a baseline date in July 1998. A
detailed test summary report was prepared to document the nature and extent of
testing conducted and any re-testing that was required. The system design
description, which is the comprehensive system documentation, was revised also after
conclusion of testing.



Table 3
Key Milestones in Converting the Application

Dates

March 1977
April 1997
December 1997
March 1998
April 1998
May 1998
July 1998
December 1998
December 1998

Milestones

Input Forms Revisions Begun
Preparation of Initial Planning Document
Software Revisions Begun
New Input Forms Available
Revisions Completed
First Audit of Progress by DOE
System Testing Completed; New Software Baseline
System Design Description Complete
Review by DOE Inspector General's Office

Although the software is now designed to receive and process data in a four-
character year format, it can handle data with date fields of either two or four
characters. Date fields of two characters are changed to four characters at an early
stage in processing. Part of the system conversion task was the changing the dates in
the data base to four characters. All data in the system, whether the transaction
occurred last week or in 1950, now show a four-character year date.

Output reports from the system also show a four-character year field. The
only exception is the reports to the IAEA that are generated with a two-character field.
Upon notification that a four-character year field may be used, the reports will be
modified accordingly.

As the new millennium nears, there is only one concern on the horizon: some
facility systems feeding the state system may not be ready to report in a modified date
format on January 1, 2000. This concern is considerably relieved because of system
software that will convert the dates from the old formats to the new to ensure
successful processing in the current national system.

Recently, the DOE Office of the Inspector General (IG) reviewed the DOE
oversight of the Year 2000 conversion program. The NMMSS was one of the systems
selected for individual review by the IG. Important evidence of the successful
conversion was contained in the test summary report supplied to the IG representative.

5.0 OTHER CHANGES IN PREPARATION FOR YEAR 2000

After conversion of the application software, attention was directed to other
areas of system operation. The first area was the local area network hardware. Since
replacement equipment had been acquired separate from the Year 2000 issue, it had to
be tested. There were also other items of equipment in the operating area that had
programmable date fields that had to be tested.

Even though the new computer equipment was stated to be Year 2000
compliant, the DOE required that it be tested. No vendor statements of compliance



were to be accepted without independent confirmation. Testing was performed and
compliance was confirmed.

Year 2000 activities were concluded by testing non system equipment such as
copiers, facsimile machines, and stand-alone PCs used for data transmission and
communications. Based on tests conducted, one computer was identified that needed
to be replaced; it was the computer used in the office telephone system. Since the
local telephone company provides off-the-shelf telephone computers, a replacement
will be acquired.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

Modifications to make the US state system of accountancy Year 2000
compliant have been completed and the system now processes data with the modified
application software. Testing of the local area network equipment has been completed
and determined to by compliant. Additionally, the supporting infrastructure has been
tested and only the telephone computer was found to be non compliant. A new
telephone system will be acquired.

Systems that feed the NMMSS may not be completely modified by January 1,
2000. Those systems may supply data in the old format until their conversions are
completed. The date data in the old formats will be modified by the NMMSS before
processing.
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